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SUMMARY  

Cuba in the light of its tourist attractiveness 

Cuba beautiful and ugly at the same time, but still beautiful in its ugliness 

 

 The topic above mentioned suggests the analysis concerning esthetics and its 
manifestation in tourism. It is done in a form of a jouney to the world unavailable to the messes, 
the world available only  to the most dedicated travelers. 

 Cuba is visited by people who wish to see the island for some specific reasons. For 
example, they are interested in the remote word which constitutes trips, or the world neorby which 
concerns sentimental traveling, or, finally, the magical world which takes us on a journey into the 
unknown. 

 Any type of travel guarantees a dose of such emotions  which ensure the abundance and 
the shortage of sensations at the same time . The abundance – with the beauty which is difficult to 
appreciate as it is discovered in nature, colours, climate, people, historical monuments , culture 
and its artifacts. And the shortage- with  the  beauty which results from natural limitations, and 
exaggeration in its disclosure in the world  affected by poverty. 

 Children encountered during the rain season can be recognized as good or evil by the spots 
on their faces. The children with visible spots, the ones that are characteristic of some infectious 
diseases, are evil. This is because they smash the jelly fish on the seashore agua mala with sticks 
and the toxic liquid the jellyfish are filled with splatters on children’s faces and burns then. Their 
innocent faces, pale in autumn and spring, are marked with burning spots. 

 
 

 


